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ABSTRACT 
Let A be doubly stochastic, and let TV,. . . ,T,,, be m mutually disjoint zero 
diagonals in A, 1 <m <n - 1. E. T. H. Wang conjectured that if every diagonal in A 
disjoint from each rk (k = 1,. . . , m) has a constant sum, then aU entries in A off the m 
zero diagonals rk xe eqd to (n - m)- ‘. Sinkhom showed the conjecture to be 
correct. In this paper we generalize this result for arbitrary doubly stochastic zero 
patterns. 
By a doubly stochastic matrix we mean a real n X n matrix A = (aij) such 
thataii>Oand~~_laik=~~=laki=1foraUi,j=1,...,n.ThesetofallflXn 
doubly stochastic matrices is denoted by a,. 
Let A = ( aij) be an n X n matrix. Given a permutation IJ on { 1,. . . , n}, i.e., 
a one-to-one function which maps the set { 1,. . . , n} onto itself, the n-tuple 
(a lug . * * 7 a,,+,) is called a diagonal in A and is also denoted by u. If X is any 
set of ordered pairs (i,i), where i,i= 1 ,...,n,thenwesaythatthediagonala 
is disjoint from X, provided (i, u( i)) 6? X for i = 1,. . . , n. The zero pattern of 
A, denoted by t(A), is th e set of all ordered pairs (i, i) (i, i = 1,. . . , n) such that 
aii = 0. 
The following result was conjectured by Wang [4] and proved by 
Sir&horn [2] by utilizing diagonal products [3]. 
THEOREM 1. Let A EQ2,, and let 7 l,...,r,,, be m mutually disjoint zero 
diagonuls in A, 1 < m < n- 1. If every diagonal in A disjoint from each rk 
(k=l , . . . ,m) has a constant sum, then all entries in A off the m zero 
diagonals rk are equal to (n - m) - ‘. 
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Theorem 1 is a special case of the generalization stated in Theorem 2, 
which we now establish. 
THEOREM 2. Let A,B EG,,, let Z,C((A), Z,cMB), and let dA, dB be 
numbers such that all diugonuk in A disjoint from Z, have sums equal to 
dA, and all diagonals in B disjoint from Z, have sums equal to dB. 
Zf Z,cZ,, then dA\<dB. Zf Z,=Z,, thenA=B. 
Proof. Suppose Z, C Z,. We denote by S, [S,] the set of alI n X n 
permutation matrices (see [ 11, p. 12) P such that Z, C 5( P) [Z, C [( P)]. Since 
Z,CZ,, we have S,cS,. If P E S,, then the inner product (A,P)= 
2~j=luiipij is th e sum of a diagonal in A disjoint from Z,. Hence (A,P) = dA 
for P E S,. Similarly, (B, P) = dB for P E S,. 
According to Birkhoffs theorem [l, p. 91, there exist real numbers & 
(i = 1,. . . , n!) such that 
A= 2 &pi, 2 &=l, Ot&<l (i=l,...,n!), (1) 
i=l i=l 
where Pi (i=l,..., n!) are nX n permutation matrices. If Pi @ S,, then 
Z, eE(Pi), which means that Pi has a non-zero entry pkr such that (k, 1) E Z,. 
But since Z, GE(A), we obtain akL = 0, whence hi =O, by (1). We relabel the 
coefficients 4 corresponding to Pi E S, by X, (P E S,), and as a result we get 
A= 2 h,P, x h*=l. 
PES, PES, 
Similarly, there exist real numbers pP (P E S,) such that 
(2) 
B= 2 ,+J’, 
P ESB 
,zs !+=l* (3) 
B 
Now, 
IIAII”=(A,A)=(A, x A$‘)= 2 &(A,P) 
\ PES* 1 PES, 
= 2 &dA=dA c hp=dA, 
PES, PE s, 
by (2). Similarly, ]I B 112= dB, by (3). On the other hand, S, C S, implies that 
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(A, P) = dA for P E S,, whence 
(AJ)=(A E ppp)= X P~L~(AJY 
P E s, P E s, 
by (3). Thus 
=dA-2dA+ds=dg-dA, (4) 
and, therefore, dA < $. This completes the proof of the first part of the 
theorem. Now suppose Z, = 2,. Then it follows from the first part of the 
theorem that dA < dB < dA. Hence dA = dB, and it follows from (4) that A = B. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. n 
We now prove the result stated in Theorem 1. Let A be an n X n matrix 
which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Let Z, be the set of all ordered 
pairs (i,rk(i)) (k=l,..., m; i=l,..., n). Then Z, c<(A). Let B = (bii) be the 
tr X n matrix defined by the formula 
i 
0 
bii = 
for (i,j)EZ,, 
(n-m)-l for (i,/)@ZzA. 
Clearly, BEG2, and t(B)=Z,. Put Z,=Z, and dB=n(n-mm)-‘. The 
conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, so that we get A = B. n 
F~EMAEUC. Note that Theorem 2 does not imply the existence of A =Q2,, 
for a given [(A) and Z, c&A), such that all diagonals disjoint from Z, have 
constant sums. For example, let n = 4. No A exists for Z, =[(A) = 
{(2,3), (2,4), (3,2), (3,4), (4,2), (4,3)}. Any attempts to find a matrix A will 
reveal that (1,1) Et(A) is necessary. 
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF 
Theorem 1 has been obtained independently by K. Balasubramanian in 
his paper, “On equality of some elements in matrices” which appears in 
Linear Algebra and Appl. 22 (1978), pp. 135-138, this issue. 
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